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Celebrating masculine art and
the men who create it

Welcome to Issue No. 29 of MASCULAR
Magazine, the “OPEN” Issue. When we
chose the theme for this issue, we had
no way of knowing what was around the
corner for us all. The irony of choosing
OPEN as a theme on the eve of COVID19 and lock-down was not lost on our
contributors. Everything has changed.
We have all been through so much.
OPEN was meant to be an opportunity
for us to explore a very positive and
engaging theme. We had thought this
would inspire artists to create or share
works that feature open spaces, open
windows or open attitudes. And while
there are certainly works that touch on
these themes, the context in which they
are now viewed, has changed.
The
lock-down
experience
was
something we all shared. Indeed, for
many, the COVID-19 pandemic was a rare
unifying expression of community. We
all joined together to defeat a global foe.
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In many communities, there was a silver
lining to the Coronavirus catastrophe
– namely that it had that rare ability of
making people feel like they were united
in purpose. Alas, in some countries, the
opposite happened, and it COVID-19
became a political issue that further
divided communities. In any event,
looking through this issue of MASCULAR
Magazine, one gets a sense of loss. That
some these works were created when
being OPEN was never seen as risky. We
were confronted by the fact that, more
than ever, our actions can lead to harm
for others. So it’s no surprise then that
“solo” works are in abundance.
The pandemic isn’t the only thing
that’s changed since the last issue of
MASCULAR was published. The Black
Lives Matter movement in response
to the brutal murder of George Floyd
(among others) brought to life a new
and urgent conversation. The recent

events in Hong Kong and subsequent
increased focus on China’s human rights
failings added to an increasing sense of
unease about the state of world affairs.
This Spring, MASCULAR sponsored
the “A Portrait in Isolation” project
where men from around the world
were asked to submit seated portraits
of themselves taken during the
lockdown period. The project, which
was co-sponsored by our close friend
Oliver Zeuke of Photomolekuel.
com, had a very positive and diverse
response. The portraits showed a range
of responses to coronavirus, from
intimacy to resolve. The images can
be seen at www.mascularstudio.com/
aportraitinisolation.
As for OPEN, we were very surprised
to see that artists responded with
intimacy. Rather than vast expanses,
the sky, or whatever other versions of
OPEN one might expect, many of the

submissions actually focus on our more
private moments and places. Karl P
submitted a series of himself in isolation,
scenes that we can all relate to. Looking
through his photos we are invited to
share these private moments. In Oliver
Zeuke’s Threshold, we are invited to share
those languid moments of intimacy
and warmth between lovers. Zeuke’s
beautiful photos are textured and subtle,
and as such, bring us in close. Yes, these
moments take place on the threshold to
an open door, but it’s the closeness that
really comes through.
In Cathedral of Lust, Derbis Campos
shows us a space where intimate acts
take place. The Velasco Shore Battery,
a derelict building from the Spanish
colonial era, is nestled in Havana’s
largest cruising area. The building’s walls
are decorated with graffiti that hint at
the many sexual encounters played out
in the spaces they contain. They call
out to the visitor as if to suggest the
freedom to engage in these acts. They
are full of humour and creativity. Names
are scratched into the plaster as if to
make permanent encounters that will
likely have only lasted minutes. But the
experiences are permanent – or at least
enduring and recurrent.
In Tom McMillen-Oakley’s interview,
adult film performer John Thomas opens
up about making porn and how things
have changed during the pandemic.
Thomas is candid and matter of fact
about his experiences, reflecting the
more open environment in today’s porn
industry with the advent of OnlyFans and
similar platforms. Thomas explains that
he’s been making more solo material
during lock-down, a legacy perhaps
of the live-cam he had in college. In
Virtual Opening, Rick Castro touches on
this theme too. His screen captures of a
zoom-based photo shoot with Alejandro
Ruiz have a familiar feel to them. We
have seen streamed sex before, but this
is in the context of a “plague”. Is this the

future of sex? Ruiz engages in solo sex
for his camera phone, and looks back at
us through a tiny lens. The audience is a
single point of glass, from his perspective.
This is exhibitionism taken to a new
extreme, a butterfly in a glass jar.
Steven Miller contributed photos
from his remarkable series From The
Distance: Portraits Under Quarantine.
His is an external perspective looking
into people’s homes. The subjects are
framed by windows and doors, looking
outward towards the open air. They are
like exhibits in a museum or jewellery in
a window display. Each image stands out
in telling its own story. Beginning with
the architecture and then the frame, and
finally, with the subject, we are drawn
into witnessing the experience of being
in quarantine. They neither look happy,
nor sad – just resigned. Taken collectively
though, they tell a broader story about
isolation and loneliness. About the cost
of being an individual.
These are big themes. The pandemic has
caused us to look more closely at our lives
and relationships. “Social Distancing”, in
any other context, would be a horrible
concept. It’s the opposite of the human
experience. It requires a breakdown
of society. Wearing a mask hides our
identities and anonymises us. But today,
these actions are fundamental to our
surviving this pandemic. The sad thing is
that it looks like Social Distancing may be
one answer to addressing a lot of the ills
we have been complaining about in our
communities. Basically, if you stay away
from others, and are highly selective
about how you interact with people, you
can protect yourself. Perhaps that is the
lesson we will all take away from the
COVID-19 experience. I hope not.
Or maybe, just maybe, the lesson is that
as a community, working in concert,
we are stronger than any pathogen.
That as creatives, our voices are more
important than ever. That our lives aren’t
simply buffeted by the unexpected and

that things aren’t out of control. That
progress and survival are fundamental
to the human condition. In Parted, Ron
Amato’s series of portraits of men’s open
mouths, the photos are both sensual and
loaded with promise. Will those parted
lips utter words of love, give you a kiss
or simply turn away? They suggest hope
and connection. The lips have form and
texture. The tell many different human
stories, and are a source of pleasure for
the owners and their close ones. Also on
a more optimistic note, Trevor Isabel’s
Naked States reminds us that we can be
at one with nature and our surroundings.
That when we want to, we can fit in, and
that with all the natural ills we must
endure, nature’s beauty is worth it.
There’s no doubt that everything
changed this past winter and spring.
Lack of leadership, selfish attitudes and
finger pointing have shown this not to
be the finest hour in certain circles. But
the community response to COVID-19,
demonstrable support for our health care
sector and even small acts of generosity
are a positive counterbalance. Things
have changed, though. Will we still work
in offices? What about air travel? Will
the cost of this pandemic curb future
development and prosperity? And what
of the world of art? Has social distancing
killed the art market? So many artists
have suffered during this period with
work drying up along with earnings
and sales. I’ve heard too many stories
of people selling equipment at bargain
prices to raise money for rent or for food.
It’s heart-breaking. However, I don’t
believe for a second that Coronavirus has
killed the world of art. Not a bit. Instead,
I believe that the art world will evolve to
respond to the pandemic. Things may
change, but creativity will not be stifled.
We will continue to grow.
I hope you enjoy this double issue of
MASCULAR Magazine and that you
consider submitting works to the next
edition, FANTASY.
Vincent Keith
London, 2020
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An installation of illustration and sound
by Charlie Hunter and Mike Wyeld
Facebook: www.facebook.com/lovedgallery
Instagram: www.instagram.com/uk.loved.collective
Web: www.loved.gallery
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Read about this stunning new book here
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Signed Copies Available Now!

at ronamato.com

ART + APPAREL + MEN

@DOPE_ _MINDS
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BY @EL_BULLDOG_INGLES

DOPEMINDS.CO

The Mascular T-Shirt

M A SCUL AR

Mascular OPEN
‘Open Mood’
by
Richard Vyse
Mascular Shop on Redbubble

You can
order your
t-shirt from:

RedBubble

Richard Vyse
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A TIME ALONE WITH MYSELF IN ISOL ATION
Karl P

I wanted to capture my mood and feelings in isolation. I felt isolated not just because the government told me to social distance but with me
having to make up my mind to end my 7 year relationship. My head was in turmoil, some days I felt lonely as hell, some days I felt horny as hell,
wanting to try sexual things and express myself in ways that have been hidden from view.
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You can see more of Karl’s work on Instagram at karls_photography1971
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CATEDRAL DE LUJURIA
CATHEDRAL OF LUST
Derbis Campos

El disfrute de encuentros sexuales ocasionales y fortuitos en espacios
cerrados y al aire libre o cruising, continua siendo una conducta
humana polémica pero arraigada dentro de la comunidad gay y
ampliamente compartida por personas de disimiles características
socio-culturales.
En Cuba, ante la prohibición de lugares públicos cerrados que
posibiliten estas experiencias como bares, clubes o saunas, el
cruising tiene lugar en espacios aislados al aire libre. La poca
disponibilidad de lugares públicos de sociabilización para la
comunidad LGTBIQ, el todavía bajo acceso a plataformas online y problemas de privacidad para mantener relaciones íntimas
en los hogares debido a un deteriorado fondo habitacional y la
coexistencia familiar intergeneracional, hacen que estos sitios sean
frecuentados por homosexuales asumidos como tal en busca de
experiencia de sexo e incluso de sexo grupal. Sin embargo, gran
parte de los asiduos a estos lugares son hombres que no reconocen
su conducta homosexual o bisexual y mantienen un estilo de vida
“heteronormado”. Al ser lugares poco transitados y utilizados
como sitios de cruising frecuentemente en horarios nocturnos, son
propensos a la ocurrencia de asaltos. Además, como espacios de la
vía pública tales conductas son legalmente penalizadas por lo que
You can see more of Derbis’s work at derbiscamposphoto.wordpress.com

la persecución policial, con una elevada conducta homofóbica en
nuestro país, constituye un elemento que aporta más adrenalina a
los amantes de estas experiencias.
La Playa del Chivo es la zona de cruising más amplia y conocida de La
Habana, Cuba. Se extiende por algunas millas cuadradas a lo largo de
la costa este de la ciudad, incluyendo zonas de vegetación y terrenos
accidentados que hacen propicia su utilización para estos fines,
durante cualquier hora del día. De manera singular, una olvidada
construcción de la época colonial española quedó confinada dentro
de los límites de este lugar de cruising.
La Batería de Velasco se construyó en 1855 y formó parte del sistema
de fortificaciones coloniales de la ciudad. Está ubicada al este de la
Fortaleza de San Carlos de La Cabaña, principal construcción militar
de la colonia española en Cuba. Se utilizó como batería de costa, de
carácter permanente, para el emplazamiento de piezas de artillería al
descubierto, aunque tuvo poca utilización práctica y cayó en desuso
una vez alcanzada la independencia. En 1961, el ejército cubano la
utilizó por última vez al emplazar allí tropas y piezas de artillería
terrestre como medida de precaución ante la invasión de fuerzas
paramilitares desde los EUA en la Bahía de Cochinos.

previous page: Catedral de Lujuria | 1
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Luego fue totalmente olvidada y cubierta en gran parte por la
vegetación circundante. Lo que una vez fueron galeras o cámaras
de almacenamiento de la Batería, pasaron a ser sitio de alojamiento
fortuito de personas sin hogar hasta finalmente convertirse en un
lugar perfecto para el crusing diurno dado su aislamiento.
Más allá de su singular origen, el lugar propone una atmosfera
gótica que resulta adictiva para los amantes de estas experiencias.
Aperturas externas angostas pero numerosas y una estructura
interior cavernosa hacen que la abundante luz externa llegue de
manera proporcionada al interior creando ambientes tenues y en
ocasiones lúgubres pero aireados. Cámaras que se conectan a través
de aperturas pero paredes gruesas que aíslan cada una, espacios
propicios para todos los que buscan privacidad pero también
voyerismo. El sitio en tanto amplio en toda su extensión de crusing
no aparenta una amplia concurrencia, las personas deambulan en
ocasiones como elementos fantasmagóricos o semi-presenciales
que se pierden al pasar la vista. El lugar casi obliga al silencio más
allá de los sonidos propios de un sexo sin tabúes. Sin embargo, las
paredes roídas hablan por sí mismas y es aquí uno de los elementos
más interesantes de esta catedral impúdica: sus intervenciones
gráficas. Textos a modo de mensajes cual anuncios de perfil de
una aplicación de sitas en-línea, gritos de placer sublimizados en las
paredes, sugerencias de expertos o asiduos para visitantes noveles y
hasta mensajes de promoción de salud. Esta catedral también poseía
sus vitrales: dibujos murales eróticos en algunas de sus cámaras, que
desafortunadamente fueron tapados con cal por individuos sin ápice
de conocimiento o apreciación del valor artístico de lo erótico o de
la sub-culturalidad. Solo quedan documentados ahora en imágenes
como las que forman parte de esta serie.
Todos estos elementos gráficos constituyen la voz anónima de
muchos de los visitantes del lugar, algunos de ellos incapaces
de reconocer esta voz al salir de acá por compromisos sociales
impuestos, temores o tabúes. Experiencias que quedan como parte
del diario oculto de sus vidas.

an element that brings even more adrenaline to lovers of these
experiences.

The enjoyment of occasional and fortuitous sexual encounters in
outdoors/indoors spaces or cruising continues to be a controversial
human behavior shared by people of dissimilar sociocultural
characteristics and mainly rooted within the gay community.

Playa del Chivo is the largest and best-known cruising area in Havana,
Cuba. It stretches for a few square kilometers along the east coast of
the city, including areas of small shrubbery vegetation and rugged
terrain that make it suitable for these purposes at any time of the day.
Curiously, a forgotten construction from the Spanish colonial time
is located within the limits of this cruising place. The Velasco Shore
Battery was built in 1856 and was part of the city’s fortification system.
It is located east of the Fortress of San Carlos de La Cabaña, the main
military construction of the Spanish colonization in Latin America.
It was used as a permanent coastal battery for the exposed artillery
emplacement, although it had little practical use and fell into disuse
once Cuban independence was achieved. In 1961, it was used for the
last time when the Cuban army deployed forces and artillery pieces as
precaution against the invasion of paramilitary forces from the USA
at Bay of Pig. It was later completely forgotten and largely covered by
the surrounding vegetation. What were once the storage chambers
for the Battery became a place of casual accommodation for homeless
people until finally becoming a perfect place for daytime cruising
given its isolation.

In Cuba, due to the prohibition of indoors public places that could
make these experiences possible, such as bars, clubs or saunas, cruising
takes place in isolated outdoor spaces. The scarce public places for
the LGTBIQ community for socialization, a still low access to online
platforms and difficulties for privacy at home to intimate -due to a
deteriorated housing capacity in the country and intergenerational
familiar coexistences, makes these places frequented by openly gays
seeking for sex experiences and even group sex. However, many of the
people who visit these places are men who do not recognize them as
homosexual or bisexual and keep a “heteronormative” lifestyle.
These places are somewhat isolated and they are used as cruising
sites frequently at night, which makes them prone to the occurrence
of assaults. Furthermore, as these are public spaces (forests, beaches,
parks, etc.), Cuban law penalizes sex activities there and police
persecution, which is highly homophobic in our country, constitutes
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Beyond its unique origin, the place offers a Gothic
atmosphere that is addictive for lovers of these experiences.
Narrow but numerous entrances or doorways and a
cavernous interior structure produce a well-defined path of
external light reaching the interior in a proportionate way,
creating a sort of a dim light and sometimes gloomy but
airy environments. The chambers are connected through
doorways but with thick walls that isolate one from the
others, they became suitable spaces for anyone who seek
privacy but it also enable voyeurism. Though the area is quite
big in all its cruising extension, does not appear to be widely
attended, people sometimes wander as phantasmagorical
or faceless human figures that disappear passing by in the
distance or just for a few centimeters when your eyes try to
unveil their anonymity. The place almost forces to respect
the silence guardian of the secrecy beyond the sounds of sex
without taboos hidden in the bushes. However, the gnawed
walls speak for themselves and it is here one of the most
interesting details of this impudent cathedral: its graphic
interventions. Texts as messages like profile announcements
from an online application, sublimated screams of pleasure
on the walls, suggestions from experts or regulars to
new visitors and even health promotion messages. This
cathedral also has its own frescoes: amazing erotic wall
drawings in some of its chambers, which unfortunately
were eliminated with white paint by somebody without
an ounce of knowledge or appreciation of the artistic value
within the eroticism of this sub-culture. They are now only
documented in some images we are showing in the series.
All these graphic elements constitute the anonymous free
voice of many of the place’s regular visitors over time, some
of them unable to develop or express this voice after leaving
out of there due to imposed social commitments, fears or
taboos. Experiences that remain as part of the hidden diary
of their lives.
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OPEN EYES, OPEN MIND
Jordan Mejias

Open your eyes! That’s what I learned from Michelangelo. And keep learning from him. That sound
so retro, no? Wrong! Nothing is more necessary for our dark times than the kind of beauty he shows
us. The beauty of the male body. Yes, queer beauty. I abducted Michelangelo’s 20 nudes, the famous
Ignudi, from the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel and turned them into nude men and boys of today. It’s a
fresh blast from the past. It’s an open celebration of a far away time in the rhythms of our time. It’s my
weapon against stupidity, hypocrisy, evil forces of any kind. It’s my sign of hope. And together with the
nude body, beauty is - again - a cry of protest. Ugly minds hate beauty. This beauty is for open minds!
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You can see more of Jordan’s work at jordanmejias.com or on his Instagram: jordanmeijasart
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BAS, MY TOP MODEL
Jan Deuzeman

Bas came to me in 2017 and since then we collaborate. He lives in
England and when he visites Holland he contacts me so we can
workout an idea. Bas has no shame concerning nudity, so if the
weather is right we do outdoor shoots.
Last Easter we did a religion themed shoot. And I portrayed him in a
kind of “jesus” way meaning that everyone should be free enough to
be open about religion, sexuality and body.
At first I was a bit afraid about how people would react because of
the religious theme and the nudity, but I received a lot of positive
reactions.
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In 2018 we did a shoot together with his partner Marc, an outdoor
shoot in the water. And one of the most liked photo’s is where they
kiss each other, an open declaration of love.
Because of the lockdown in England, Bas can’t come to Holland, but
when he and his partner visit Holland again, there will be more idea’s
to photograph.

You can see more of Jan’s work at www.instagram.com/jandeuzeman and jandeuzeman.zoom.nl/fotos/index.html
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OPEN TO THE WORLD BEYOND
Tom Parker

Open skylight above... rays of light cascade into my isolation, fueling hopes
of deliverance from this exile from humanity. Opening myself to the view
of others from afar... because by the time this is published, we will all be
receiving each other with open arms.
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You can see more of Tom’s work at instagram.com/mrbilltakesapic
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BOLICHE ABIERTO
WE ARE OPEN
Osvaldo Uribe

In my home town every time a guy has the zipper of his pant open, we say “tení el boliche abierto”, something I could
translate as “your shop is open”. That was the inspiration I tried to portrait in this serie of pictures, which was especially
different than normal, because I asked over Instagram to other photographers to send me their own pictures for me to
draw over them.

You can see more of Osvaldo’s work on Instagram at @cazzo.ca or on his website www.cazzo.cl
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THRESHOLD
Oliver Zeuke

To relax, we often lay on the threshold to the balcony outside, just like that...
Undisturbed, naked, feeling the warming rays of the sun and the coolness of the shadows on our skin.
Concentrating on each other’s voices, absorbing our laughter deep within us.
Our bodies absorb each other’s scent, our mutual touches like a dry sponge absorbing the rain. Moments we longed for in these crazy times.
The threshold between inside and outside, between everyday life and relaxation.
The door is always open.
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You can see more of Oliver’s work at www.photomolekuel.com
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A BEAUTIFUL MAN
Roozbeh Ravar

A handsome man or the beauty of a man. Anything that hides a
beautiful and gay man, and sometimes obvious. Inherent beauty
that brightens his eyes and reveals his inner soul. Once upon a time in
the Renaissance and before the Romantic period, women embraced
handsome men. Did love begin like this after the Dark Ages? Never.
When I adored a man, the beauty of their limbs always shone in
the glorious appearance of an ambitious man with a large body, or
perhaps it is better to say that the lustful system illuminated and
illuminated me so much that I became unconscious and confused.
And I just stared in amazement. I made an impression of the
ambition of a boy who, in the form of a big man, immersed himself in
the not-so-luxurious means of romanticism immersed in his lust and
You can see more of Roozbeh’s work at www.geniusgay.com

ambition. Satisfy themselves and increase my lust for ambition with
the love of violent sexual play. I lick their noses. I go and they show off
their love game with hot sperm inside my genitals with lustful kisses,
and at the same time I calm down and sleep in my bed, I finish a little
sexy game with them with a warm kiss. And now that handsome
man again Or that tired tired boy in his romantic bed orders his
orders one by one to his giant servants so that they can water their
master again one night. This is the same beauty of an ambitious man
that kings and small lords have always loved. At times, servants serve
perhaps more than the value of dozens of gold coins, and this was
the ambition and beauty of a gay man. And Salarmrdan giant flare.
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OPEN MOOD
Richard Vyse

An open invitation to enjoy celebrating man in line and spontaneous brush
strokes to capture a moment and a mood. Opening new windows and doors to
discover love and lust in the art of man

You can see more of Richard’s work at manartbyvyse.blogspot.com
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JOHN THOMAS : STAYING OPEN AS THE WORLD CLOSES
Thomas McMillen-Oakley

Author note: The theme for this issue is OPEN. Ironically, it
comes just as much of the world is CLOSED and struggling
amidst the COVID 19 pandemic. We have all had to make
changes in this new reality, from sheltering in place, working
from home, and for many, losing their source of income. I
recently had a virtual chat with adult film star John Thomas
to talk about this new reality and how it has changed the
adult film industry. After several false starts and tech issues,
we finally used Zoom to connect across the country for this
interview.
You can see more of Tom’s work at reddragonstudio.blogspot.com

TMO: Tell me a bit about how you are staying open as an adult
entertainer during the COVID 19 shut down?
JT: It’s pretty hard right now, but you can’t go out right now to
make content. I am doing solo stuff only. There are people who
are continuing to go out and being safe, but Cancel Culture is a
real thing. People are really getting angry with the performers
who are going out and making new content. I can’t afford to
be cancelled! I have some stuff archived, but I can’t release it
because no one would believe it’s recent.
TMO: Can you re-label it and release it as older content?

JT: I could, but there are trolls out there, and they are a minority,
but they’re the loudest and they would raise a stink. I don’t
want to risk that.
TMO: Do you still feel you’re active in the porn world during
this pandemic?
JT: I’m doing a lot of solo stuff, it’s not my favorite. I’m trying to
make content, but it’s hard and I haven’t been doing as much. I
did get some special toys to help out that I am looking forward
to showing off!

TMO: RESPECT! Thank you for that! I have seen some folks
dip their toes into the JFF realm by putting thirsty pictures on
Twitter and asking if people would pay for more. It seems that
this virtual hook up culture may be with us for a while. One of
my favorite cams on Chaturbate is a woofy Ginger and he’s
ALWAYS on! I don’t think that guy left his house before the
lockdown.
JT: You know I used to do something like that! I had my own
webcam and website when I was in college, I would broadcast
from my room 24/7, even when I wasn’t there, or you could

TMO: That brings me to the fucking machine that you recently
started using on your site. That’s the ultimate in social
distancing! But I’m not going to lie here, I’ve seen all the “Final
Destination” movies and it scares me that the machine could
go crazy and impale you. That get’s a hard NO from me.
JT: You must be careful with the controls for sure! (Laughs)
TMO: Where did you get it? What’s it’s called? Your video is
“John and the Machine” sounds like a rock group.
JT: I got it on Amazon! They have toys that I can use there. It’s
about $300. It’s fun.
TMO: Do you have to put your own dildo on it, or does it come
with its own?
JT: It comes with one, but it’s not huge. It’s a great way to get
accustomed to the device. I might have some more coming
soon.
TMO: Do you have to use an adaptor?
JT: It comes with one, so I can use all my current toys.
TMO: Are you taking any special precautions at this time? I
recall a few weeks ago you were sharing on Twitter that you
wanted to put your PA back in.
JT: I haven’ had it in for years and the hole has closed, so I’d
have to get it re-pierced.
TMO: (Shudders)
JT: Just having a lot of wandering random thoughts since I’m
stuck at home by myself.
TMO: Right! We had a blizzard here in Michigan a few years
back and the schools were closed for almost a week. We were
bored so we went to the mall to walk around and get food.
and I ended up getting my ears pierced. It was something to
do! Has your traffic gone up or down during the quarantine?
I’ve noticed a lot more content on sites like Chaturbate and
Porn Hub.
JT: I don’t usually talk much about my subscribers because
it’s personal, but I will say that this is the busiest time I’ve had
on my JFF page. I’ve had record numbers. People are looking
for a release and I am happy to help with that! I’ve got some
content on there that’s pretty fucking hot so…

watch me do my homework in the nude. It was great!
TMO: Why didn’t I know about this? Grrrrr. Do you consider
yourself an exhibitionist?
JT: I like an audience.
TMO: That’s a great transition… One of your studio shots
is from Bear Films and features you, Atlas Grant and Angel
Ferrari. For the first half, you’re sitting on the couch eating
popcorn stroking your cock in various stages of undress while
they’re having all the fun! How did that scene come to be?
Was it planned? Or did it just happen that you were hungry
and wanted a snack before filming? A bears gotta eat after all.
JT: That was the plan all along. That was the director’s idea.
And I was happy to sit there and eat.
TMO: It’s the most random plot line in porn history, and I
have seen my share of random porn plot lines. It’s like a Cards
Against Humanities answer… “I’ll eat popcorn while they eat
ass.”
JT: Who knows, that’s maybe how they do it.
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TMO: Was that at a house? Or at a studio? Can you tell?
JT: I’m not sure, but that whole shoot took place in Vegas, and
they do rent out places to do the shoots.
TMO: So where do you typically do your JFF content? I know
recently it’s all been from your home, but where else have you
filmed?
JT: I do the majority in my apartment, but I do try to mix it up
if I am able to travel.
TMO: How many people are typically involved in filming for
your JFF content? Is it just you and the other person? Or do you
have a cameraman? Second question, can I apply for that job?
(Laughs)

JT: I think you just did (laughing)
TMO: Talk to me about a typical
shoot for your JFF page.
JT: I like to do what I do normally and
just put the camera in the corner
and set it and forget it. But if the
other guy wants to do handheld or
closeups, I’m fine with that. I don’t
like the focus to be the camera in
my work, but at the same time, I do
like an audience. I like to be in the
moment.
TMO: Are these scenes spontaneous
or do you plan them out in advance?
JT: They’re usually planned out.
TMO: The ones that I have seen
seem pretty spur of the moment,
and that’s great that you caught
that vibe. Which do you prefer? The
studio produced work or your JFF
Content? What other studios are
you affiliated with?
JT: Well Bear Films is one. I’ve done
some work with Hairy and Raw as
well as Muscle Bear Porn.
TMO: Oooo, Will and Liam are hot!
JT: They’re sexy as fuck but they are also so nice! I had a great
three days with them.
TMO: That’s why I asked about the studio vs. JFF stuff. I’ve seen
that they have quite a filming set up in their home. But it still
feels organic. I’m submitting my application to them as well.
JT: They do have sex room (laughs) but mostly it is cameras set
up on tripods in their room.
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TMO: Their house is amazing, it’s got this #puremichigan upnorth look that I love. Let’s talk about favorites now. Who is
your favorite partner in your JFF content?
JT: Oh man, I’ve had so much fun! There are a ton of boys here
that I can work with. Can I make a choice for someone I’d love
to do work with? (laughs) I would have to say it’s Dev Tyler, he’s
so chill and so fun and loves to flip and get into all of it. Plus,
he’s cute too!
TMO: Let’s pause here… you said boys. But man, Dustin Cross,
he’s like a furry Chia pet!
JT: I love him! He’s so fun!
TMO: I have seen some hairy guys in
my time but damn, he’s amazing.
JT: He’s got a carpet on him and
a huge fucking uncut dick! He can
break me with it anytime he wants.
TMO: Do you prefer hairy or …? And
what tribe do you identify with now?
I remember seeing your early work
and the cub vibe was strong with you.
JT: I think everyone has seen my early
work, it’s everywhere. I fit mostly into
the Bear/Cub mode.
TMO: How old are you again?
JT: 38
TMO: Youngster! So back to
favorites… who is your favorite actor
in the studios you’ve worked with?
JT: My favorite scene is with Atlas
Grant, but my fantasy scene was
with Brad Kalvo. I’ve had a crush on
him for a long time, so that was very
exciting for me.
TMO: I have seen that video. He
winked at you before you got started,
and it was sexy as fuck. Had you two
met before the shoot? There was
some real chemistry there.
JT: No, we had a day to hang out in
the house before the scene was filmed.
TMO: He and Will (Muscle Bear Porn) are the ultimate Daddy
Bears of the porn world.
JT: laughs, and I got both last year!
TMO: Jealous. What do you think the future is going to hold for
this industry with this pandemic going on? Do you think it will
survive? For reference, think back to the eighties and how the

porn industry shifted to address HIV/AIDs with condoms and
safer sex practices.
JT: Well I don’t think we’re going back to condoms anytime
soon. I don’t know, it’s an interesting time. There are a lot of
new guys looking to get into this. There’s a lot of new blood.
It’s interesting to see if people will continue to stick with it or if
it will all get watered down. For sure, with all the new content,
the prices are going down.
TMO: You mentioned in another conversation that you
currently work from home for your day job. Was that always
the case or did it change with the mandated quarantine?
JT: For my primary day job, I work the majority of my time from
home.
TMO: Has anyone at your job come across your work in the
adult film industry? How does that conversation go? I can’t
even imagine having that conversation.
JT: There are people who know, I am not the first one to do this.
Our company is really open and very liberal. I don’t advertise it
loudly, nor do I hide it.
TMO: wrapping up here, any more thoughts on the concept
of OPEN?
JT: I don’t know what else to say about this time other than I
am going a little crazy as I am completely alone here! I’m being
forced to take paid vacation and I don’t know what to do with
my time. I’m just spinning my wheels! I’d rather be working.
TMO: We’re all going stir crazy for sure. I appreciate your time
today John, I look forward to talking to you soon.
JT: Thanks Tom, any time.
You can find John Thomas’ Just for Fans page here: https://
justfor.fans/JohnThomasXXX1?Source=Home
He is on Twitter as @johnthomasXXX1
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VIRTUAL OPENING
Rick Castro

now that the world is in the midst of a plague, everything once considered open, is
dangerous.
to go with the harsh reality of 2020, I present VIRTUAL OPENING: virtual photoshoot.
shot on zoom with screen shots.
what lacks in the quality, is made up for by eagerness to please & be open
virtual photos- rick castro
model- alejandro ruiz
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You can see more of Rick’s work at www.instagram.com/castrrick
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OPEN MIND
Alejandro Caspe

Opening doors, windows are just metaphors, the important thing is to open the mind to new ideas and concepts so
as not to get stuck in old mental patterns. Open yourself to know and explore your own body, your sensuality and
eroticism, open yourself to the possibility of delving into your own pleasures, your fears, your limitations, open your
arms and legs and especially your mind and heart to discover your another self that can be hidden and repressed ..
open yourself to the possibility of being a sensitive and erotic man.
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You can see more of Alejandro’s work at www.alejandrocaspe.com
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FROM THE DISTANCE : PORTRAITS UNDER QUARANTINE
Steven Miller

These images were all taken during quarantine lockdown in Seattle. I asked
my friends to come as they wanted to be seen and then posed them via
speakerphone while I photographed them from outside their homes using
a zoom lens. After months of isolation, it’s no surprise that several of the
models chose to be seen half naked. This has been a transition from my
previous art, where I often use sets and costumes to evoke an emotion. With
the threat of exposure to coronavirus all around us, there was no need to
add anything to the setting - the tension was often palpable.
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You can see more of Steven’s work at www.smiller555.com
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BE LIKE A RIVER, BE OPEN, FLOW
photos: Blake Yelavich
text: Julie O’Connor

It was March 8 when my city basically shut itself down — fears of the COVID virus. That week was an anxious week. People were not scared
particularly; just a bit stunned and feeling surreal. We were told to sanitize and keep our distance and, in my particular state: “Stay Inside, Stay Safe.”
At this writing, it is a month and a half later. We still have the nay-sayers and non-believers believe it or not, although victims have topped 16, 17,
18000 in the US alone. They still believe the virus is / was a East Coast / West Coast thing. They scurry half-assed through the supermarket aisles; no
face masks, little protection if any. If a neighbor or friendly face is nearby, they’ll greet and laugh about having to “nudge elbows.” Welcome to Utah,
one of the seven states remaining that has no state-wide lock-down ordered.
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You can see more of Blake’s Work at www.MenOfUtah.com
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Sadly, all I can think is that these places are going to be the hardest hit
in a few weeks. The nay-sayers that are taking no precautions will be
crying out for assistance from every which direction. Let’s hope that
premonition has proven false by the time of this printing.
Regardless, the strangest of the precautions my local and state
government DID choose to take is to close the public and national parks.
This was one of the first decisions made. That may not seem odd to
readers world-wide, but my state is 87% national parks and public land.
By closing the parks and places to get outside, they have shut themselves
INTO the urban areas. They have cramped accessibility and limited it to
major populated areas. They have closed all but 13% of the land available
for safety’s sake.

Be Like A River, Be Open, Flow | 4

How I yearn, as many of us do, to get away. We will take things “not
being normal…” for the time being. I honestly can deal with that. We’ve
all grown accustomed to the fact that the US in particular fumbled the
crisis. But taking away the ability to GET away; to feel the grass, the
water, the sun, if only for an afternoon — that’s something to which you
don’t grow accustomed.
Hopefully these images of Brandon enjoying himself in a secret rural
spot will bring a smile to your face and the sunlight back into our
shuttered lives; when the water, the wind, the soil, and the sunlight was
free to feel. When the world was open.
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PARTED
Ron Amato

…for a sigh …a breath …a kiss
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You can see more of Ron’s work at www.ronamato.com or on Instagram: @ron_amato
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FUENTE SANTA
Juan Jose Bors

These images were inspired by the work of a dancer and performer. He chose the location,
nearby an abandoned palace in Fuensanta (Asturias, Spain). He improvised a few dance steps in
harmony with nature. The nudity arose spontaneously. In some photos we see the palace chapel
and the fence that once blocked the way.
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You can see more of Juan’s work at www.juanjosebors.blog
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UNSHARP & INCORRECT
CHRHOF

This series of paintings are all in the format of approximately 20/30 cm
x 30/40 cm.
They are all watercolors. Some are drawn by pencil and then colored
with watercolors but most of them are directly painted in watercolors.
All pictures show guys in OPEN air. Especially these days where people
are locked in, the desire of going out cruising in the woods, flirting on
the beaches, swimming in pools looking for sexy guys is immense. Most
paintings were painted during the time of being locked in – spring 2020
– wishing to get out soon.
The basic of the paintings are pictures from the web. Let’s say the
„unknow man“. I am sure that everybody, who looks at the paintings, has
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You can see more of CHRJOF’s work at www.chrhof.com

the feeling as if he has already seen that particular picture somewhere
sometime on tumblr, flickr, instagram or else. These pictures are
icongrafic for the use of the flood of pictures we consume every day to
catch some sexualised ideas.
The style of those paintings is by intention unsharp and incorrect. They
are painted fast. The use of complemantary contrast in most of the
paintings is a little quotation of impressionist style. Also an art periode
where painters are in fight and play with photography.
Actually with the huge amount of those pictures in the social media, this
kind of photos are just used for a fast view and forgotten within seconds
.. i tried to bring this fastness into the paintings.
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SHOWER SERIES
Stuart Goldstein

Taking a shower can be a place of privacy and vulnerability. The diffused, shower curtain is a metaphor for the
invisible barriers that gay men have for protection. You can see me, but not really. Look at me, don’t look at
me. Know me, don’t know me. Join me, don’t join me. I’m available, I’m open to you. Maybe not. These are just
some of the questions that are being asked.
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You can see more of Stuart’s work at www.smgcreativephoto.com
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NAKED STATES
Trevor Isabel

This project focuses on iconic scenery in every state enjoyed naturally. Originally inspired by capturing
landscapes in every US state, I was driven to take it a step further and have a nude subject in
foreground interacting with landscape. I’ve always wanted to take nude shots but wanted them to
fit in with my love for nature. I questioned if my audience would be receptive. I had to be open to try
something new and push myself as an artist to go outside my comfort zone. Eventually I’d love to take
this project internationally.

You can see more of Trevor’s work at www.triartist.com
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WE TOO WILL BE OPEN
Eenar Kumar

We too will be open. This is what i hear most of the men i meet here in
india saying. the desire to be open, without secrets to hide, is probably
universal. it is our fear of the repercussions of being open in a society
that frowns upon such openness which prevents most of us from
taking that liberating step.
These images are of men engaging in acts of love, tentatively and
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You can see more of Eenar’s work at Flickr at www.flickr.com/photos/anaranar

partially open, the presence of a camera an acknowledgement of this
desire for validation. we too exist, hidden though we may be, with
stories to share. through such images we taste the fruit of being out,
being open. not fully or substantially, but partially and hesitatingly
thus far. perhaps our time will come, not far from now, when we too
will be out and open.
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NATURALLY OPEN
Vincent Keith

I grew up in cultures and at a time where the hidden and the secret were
part of my daily experience. Adults spoke in hushed tones, doors were
closed when people spoke, and “don’t touch that” or “that’s not for you”
were heard pretty regularly. I don’t know if I was a curious child by nature,
or if this constant obfuscation fed my curiosity. One area where I was
free to roam was books. My parents had an extensive library of books,
many of which were full of pictures. I could lose myself for hours in those
books. I was like a little voyeur looking at things, people and places that
were otherwise forbidden to me. Naturally, anything with a naked body
- sculpture, photo or painting - caught my eye. I marvelled in the freedom
these nudes were enjoying in those pages. It wasn’t so much about the
sexual energy, just the freedom I saw. It was about seeing what was
otherwise hidden. Most exciting were the times when you could see the
same person clothed in one image and nude in an other. This was thrilling.
It taught me that the complexity and confusion I experienced every day
was actually just a ruse. That in truth, everyone was hiding their secret.
That everyone had two different was of being seen - the public and the
private. So when the private became public... Wow! I suppose that these
early experiences had a great deal to do with my artistic formation and
the kind of work I like to see and to create. I wouldn’t call myself a voyeur,
as that implies watching. I’m more interested in seeing than in watching.

You can see more of Vincent’s work at mascularstudio.com

As I got older, I started to notice that some people actually enjoy being seen.
Still others like being watched. I find men who are at ease and naturally
confident in the nude to be very sexy indeed. It’s less about the physique
and more about the way he carries himself, as if it made no difference
at all to him whether he was clothed or naked. This is remarkably rare.
Having nothing to hide is remarkably liberating, and it blurs lines. It allows
for a closeness and is neither sexual nor purely platonic. Skin becomes
another form of communication. Being tactile adds another dimension.
I fear that this is disappearing from our collective cultures. Religion and
social media/advertising put ideas in our heads during our formative
years. Imperfection and shame are the companions of the nude. But this
wasn’t always so. We are often stunned by how nonchalant our ancestors
were with nudity. A platoon of naked men in a beach or on the deck of
ship, nude bathers by a pond, nude bath houses and naturism as a form of
healthy living - these were all perfectly natural a century ago, and totally
impossible today.
I’ve been fortunate enough to meet a number of men who are completely
comfortable in their nudity. Around a pool, at the table or in a forest.
Clothed or not, they have nothing to hide in a physical sense. Perhaps
they know they are sexy, desirable, beautiful - but they don’t trade on that.
Rather they excite by simply being true to who they are.
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DRUG ADDICT CONSULTANT
Mikkel Jensen

I grew up with part time alcoholic parents, and during my teenage years and early 20’s, I had an addiction to weed for almost 10 years.
I was able to get out of that abuse, and started working with opioid addiction in 2014. Even though my parents drank a lot, I never felt
neglected by my parents and I always knew, that I would be told off, if I did something wrong, and this is always something I use in
conversations with my clients, to get to know their background and how they grew up.
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You can see more of Mikkel’s work at www.instagram.com/mikkstarn
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SERENE SERIES
Aleksei Dem

In fact, this is the first shooting in the Nude genre. You could say it was a test shoot. My first experiment. I
think that it turned out to be brutal and at the same time gentle work, serene.
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You can see more of Aleksei’s work on instagram @aleksei_d.e.m and on twitter @alekseidem
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CONTRIBUTORS
My dad got cancer and he wanted to
take photo’s with his grandchildren.
Unfortunatly he couldn’t make it to the
studio so I bought a camera and did
the shoot on thursday and sunday’s he
passed away. Since then I’m addicted
to my camera. I love doing male model
shoots because of the collaboration and
showing the beauty of the male body..

Oswaldo Uribe – Chilean Product
designer (Montreal located). I started
taking pictures when I was 12 years old,
always portraits, people in their own
environment, but since I’m came out of
the closet I started my personal project
to help out people with body issues.

Blake Yelavich - Blake Yelavich is
the award-winning male physique
photographer and owner of Men Of
Utah™, a collection of adult-intended publications featuring the actual
residents of rural Utah. His team of
men are seen representing clients
such as Sukrew, Meat, Walking Jack,
Pump!, Vicedman, Alexander Cobb,
Timoteo, and Cellblock 13 underwear. His two hardbound books
SUNDANCERS and BOUNTIFUL are
available at MenOfUtah.com. His
group of guys can be followed on
Instagram at @blake_yelavich and @
MenOfUtah

Jan Deuzeman -My name is Jan Deuzeman, I’m based in Vroomshoop in Holland. I started photographing in 2016.

Juan Jose Bors - Filmmaker, journalist
(and many other things) from the
North of Spain.

Jordan Mejias - Born in San Juan,
Puerto Rico • Growing up in New York
City • Graduating from Parsons School
of Design, New York, BFA • Studying
with art superstars Elaine de Kooning
and Larry Rivers • Artworking for
many international publications and
companies, including Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, Future, L’Oréal, Germaine
Monteil • Touching down in New Yorker
institutions like First Street Gallery
and Spring Studio • Solo Showing
at Ray Wiggs Gallery, Provincetown;
Senesino Festival, Italy • Finding myself
represented with my paintings and
graphic work in countless private
collections in the United States and
abroad • Discovering my two art
books in the Special Collection of the
Library of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York and at Robert
Wilson’s Watermill Center: Of Men and
Michelangelo, Saggro Press, Summer
2019 • Of Art and Men, Saggro Press,
Summer 2017

Tom Parker - A Los Angeles based
graphic designer and self-taught
photographer who’s still learning and
experimenting his way behind the
lense...and sometimes in front.

Trevor Isabel - Honolulu based photographer and artist Trevor Isabel has
been creating since he was a child.
He captures vibrant colors in nature
through the lens and paint brush.

Thomas McMillen-Oakley- I am an
artist, a Professor, a Dad and Husband
living in Michigan. I am currently the
Chair of the Liberal Arts Pathway
Department as well as the Lead
Faculty for the Studio Art Department
at Jackson College in Jackson, MI.
In 2004 I was named the Michigan
Art Education Association’s Higher
Education Art Teacher of the year. I
am a working artist and consider my
primary craft the ability to teach art
and make it relevant to my students.
My work has been shown all over
the Great Lakes region as well as on
digital platforms. My husband and I
have two children, as well as a Maine
Coon cat, a St. Bernard, a Bearded
Dragon and a fish.

Mikkel Jensen - (35) small town boy,
who grew up and moved to the big
city of Copenhagen. I’m a single, gay
guy and I’m quite ready for a new
adventure.

Stuart Goldstein

- I have been
photographing my entire life. Using
photography to connect with the world
around me especially people in their
environment. I consider myself a visual
story teller. In a world muddled under
a deluge of disposable imagery I seek
to connect through thoughtful and
informed photographic considerations
of our circumstances. It is my attempt
to see past supeficiality and pretension,
to burn through society’s surface and
finally see truth.

Ron Amato - Ron is a Professor of
Photography and Related Media at
Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York City. Much of Ron’s work
centers on issues of sexual identity.
His seminal show of intimate selfportraits at Richard Anderson Fine
Arts in NYC in 2000 earned Ron a
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reputation for his frank portrayal
of the sexual dynamic between
men. In 2016 Ron published his
first monograph, The Box, which
continued his exploration of these
themes. The photo series and book
garnered worldwide praise and won
an American Photographic Artists
Award for Outstanding Photography
Series. Ron’s most recent project,
Gay In Trumpland, is a visual
representation of the hostile actions
taken against the LGBTQ community
by the current executive branch of
the United States government.

CHRHOF - (Christian Hoffmeister),
born 1964 in (West) Germany near
Cologne, living in Cologne, Germany.
Studied economics and work in a
management directors position in a
family business. I lived and studied
temporaryly in Switzerland, USA,
Spain and France. Concerning Art it is
part of the more private side of my life.
My focus is Painting and Photography.
I had some Exhibitions in Gay Bars in
Cologne.

Aleksei Dem - Nude model, author
of several books. There is a soul in the
Nude, so this ambiguous genre of
photography is chosen. Nude photoscandid, honest photos. Man is what he
really is. Shooting Nudes gives you the
opportunity to fully open up. I enjoy
the process. Don’t be shy. Nudity is an
integral part of life.
Richard Vyse - Internationally collected artist Richard Vyse has
shown in galleries in Manhattan
and Honolulu. He has studied at
the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan and taught at Pratt in Brooklyn.
His art has been featured in many
international art magazines. His art
is in the LeslieLohman Museum Collection in Manhattan.

Karl P – TI’m a little fella from Birmingham who found a love of photography 12 years ago after coming
out to my family and wife that I was
gay. I needed to find a focus point
in my life after the change. Over
the years some photographers have
asked me to model for them which
I have enjoyed as it takes you away
from yourself and you become a different character which is fun. I 49
years old and work in a factory which
i hate as I feel it’s killing my brain with
its robotic production line. That’s little me in a nutshell.

Eenar Kumar - I was about fourteen
when I first began using an slr camera. An older cousin from bangalore
visited us in Bombay around that time.
I hadn’t seen him for a few years – the

change in his physique was striking. He
had been working out and was proud
of his strong, muscular body. One day,
I asked him if I could photograph him.
It was as if he had been waiting for
me to ask him. We went to a secluded
rocky beach near where we lived on the
slopes of Malabar hill. He didn’t need
much persuasion to lose most of his
clothes for the photos ‘to show his body
off better’. I had been brought up on a
steady diet of Bollywood films where
it was mandatory to have at least one
song-and-dance scene where the boy
and girl got drenched, fully-clothed
(there was a prohibitive censor board in
place), in a monsoon shower. I used the
waves of the Arabian sea to get him wet
in his underwear. These, my first ‘almost
nude’ photos of a man, gave me a taste
for more. I have been undressing men
for my camera ever since. Eenar lives in
India. He wishes to maintain his privacy.

face with some self portrait .because
i take photo of myself by my own
camera .i am a good web designer too
and i have sent some of my addresss
to your email .photography of men
specific bear men are my favorite .gay
or bisexual .but i have graduated from
art center of tehran in graphic and my
new choice of art is photos .i began
first with myself and i have good
planes for the feature

Steven Miller - I’ve been a
photographer in Seattle for over
20 years, working primarily with
performers and musicians when I’m
not making my own artwork. My work
has appeared in books, museums
and galleries around the world. I’m
currently working on making an art
book of these portraits, titled From the
Distance, Portraits Under Quarantine.
Alejandro Caspe - Alejandro Caspe
born in México 1975 and in 1992 started
in photography. From childhood
he was attracted by the nudity in
advertising models and as continuing
a childish game, moved that morbid
early consolidating his artistic work,
at maturity, aesthetic and expressive
universe that identifies his work.
This led to a creative look that has
conceptualized a disturbing personal
eroticism that, far from anchoring
pornography is a legitimate original and
bold artistic statement.

Roozbeh Ravar - i am ROOZBEH RAVAR
. a professional graphic designer .i am
28 years old and i live in iran -tehran
.i have started to photography since
4 years ago and i have decided to
make different composition of new

Vincent Keith – Born in Beirut in 1967,
Vincent is a photographer, collaborator and magazine publisher based in
London. He’s married to his husband
Peter and has two children.
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Derbis Campos Hernández – Havana
(Cuba), 1981. Graduated in Biochemistry
(University of Havana, 2005), he
currently assumes photography and
art not as a hobby but as a career.
Mainly a self-taught artists, he just
took a series of courses in the School of
Creative Photography of Havana (20142015). Co-director of RIERA STUDIO
(Havana, Cuba), been in charge of all
the photographic and documentary
work. Ha has done photo-reportage
work for digital media. First collective
exhibition in 2015 at the XII Biennial
of Havana. Particular interest for the
abstract reflection of reality, the over
expression of textures and achieving
a transmutation of the real content of
each image. His recent series of works
are concerned with LGTBIQ topics.

Rick Catro - Rick Castro- Los Angeles
photographer known for his work
focusing on fetish and desire. Castro
became a freelance photographer in
1987 working for the Advocate and
the original Drummer Magazine. Over
the years Rick presented numerous
exhibitions including NYC, Chicago,
San Francisco, Seattle, Detroit, Paris,
Tokyo, London, Berlin, Frankfurt,
Melbourne, Amsterdam and Milano.
Rick Castro has photographed~
producer Alan Poul, porn star Peter
Berlin, Writer Gore Vidal, director
Kenneth Anger, musician Alice Bag,
model Tony Ward, actor Guillermo
Diaz, performance artist Ron Athey,
Tom of Finland Foundation president
Durk Dehner and the 14th Dalai Lama.

Oliver Zeuke I’m a German
photographer living in Düsseldorf. In
2015 I got in touch with photography
and took my first snapshots. I quickly
fell in love and submerged deeper
into photography. That’s how I came
up with my slogan “From Snapshots
to Passion”. In November 2016 I
released my first coffee table book
“Sexy Sunday” which was a great
success. At the same time I had my
first photo exhibition in cologne.
My work is especially known for my
love to details and the focus on the
subject. “The viewer is to feel more
than he sees.“ 2019 I started my
new label “PHOTOMOLEKUEL” under
which I present my new works, as
well as some of my favorite photos
from the past.

A PORTRAIT IN ISOLATION
MASCULARSTUDIO.COM/APOTRAITINISOLATION
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FANTASY
Is it someone you’ve seen? Perhaps something you’ve touched or tasted. Maybe its a situation - a dark alley or a smelly
locker room. Whatever or wherever your pulse quickens, you begin to sweat. You’re aroused. You’ve come face to face
with or dreamt of something that’s turned you on. Issue No. 30 of MASCULAR Magazine is dedicated to FANTASY.
These dreams, objects, or people can transport you to a place where you experience the most intense feelings. There
are no rules, boundaries, or limits. Your Fantasy can be conjured up in a momentary daydream or it can be triggered
by the slightest of encounters.
For many, their fantasies represent the unattainable. A fantasy can be a form of impossible perfection, and in that
state remain out of reach, and exciting all the more for being so. The very fact that it can’t be had or can’t be done is
precisely what makes it so compelling. Be it that sports star on the field of play that you imagine tied to a lonely tree
in a deserted forest, or the Minister giving a speech on TV that you would sorely like to ravage - millions of queues are
subconsciously logged to give amplitude to your excitement. While these are deeply private and personal matters, the
world of advertising and entertainment knows what they are. A bead of sweat on a bare chest, a mustache over full
lips, tight pants that contour the anatomy beneath - they give you just enough so that you can take it the rest of the
way in your head. You can’t touch or taste these elements, because they live in the realm of fantasy.
But then you have fantasy made tangible. Objects or situations that can be had or created so that they can be
experienced in the real world and not only in one’s mind - though the mind is still the principal actor here. A leather
jacket, a cigar, a slick piece of rubber, or some old dirty socks - these are tangible and available. Perhaps the fantasy is
situational or based on risk and danger. Being naked in public, being helpless and vulnerable, a dark alley or a prison
cell - many of these aren’t that remote and are sought out for that sense of excitement. Alternatively, they are the
settings and backdrops for our fantasies. In the end, the objective is to create the mood and feelings that enhance and
intensify our sexual lives.
Being as intense and pervasive as they are, it is no wonder that artists throughout history have chosen to depict and
share their fantasies. From the representation of the ideal body to depicting the ideal environment or experience,
fantasy has been a rich seam to mine for painters, poets and musicians alike. Perhaps its because fantasy, like art,
requires the participant to use his mind in a similarly creative way. Or, perhaps its because they are both a form of
escape, a re-imagining of the world and experiences we would rather have. Fantasies and art also share the ability to
be exhilarating, perverse, extreme, and even dangerous, without actually materialising in the “real” world. An artist is
by nature a fantasist. I would also wager that many fantasists are artists in their own right. So come on, show us what
you are made of. Share some of those fantasies.
If you are interested in contributing to Issue No. 30, please download and complete the Submissions Form which is
available from the Submissions page on our website: www.mascularstudio.com, or for more information, feel free
to contact MASCULAR Magazine at: submissions@mascularmagazine.com
Deadline for submissions is October 5, 2020.
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